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This house was initially designed in 1957 by Edward J. Seibert, FAIA and incorporates
all the classic design concepts of that era: the interior spaces seamlessly flow from the
interior to the exterior; the structure is honestly expressed; and materials are
straightforward (terrazzo floors, cypress paneling, cypress siding and plaster walls and
ceilings). It is our belief that these concepts are still valid after 61 years and are the
foundation to all good design.

The original house design allowed for ample cross ventilation of all the spaces using
either sliding glass doors or a combination of sliding glass doors and jalousie windows.
Wood louvers were used in an interior bedroom to provide ventilation and privacy.

An addition, master suite and garage, were added to this house in the early 1970’s.

Over time, floors were covered with tile, ceilings were textured, cabinets changed,
interior and exterior finishes were damaged. Deferred maintenance and indiscriminate
removal of a column contributed to a result that was less than desirable from the original
design intent. Fortunately, over the years there were not any major design changes to
the overall floor plan of the original house and most of the damage and aesthetic
changes could be overcome with the careful removal of extraneous finishes and the
enhancement of what was remaining.

Superfluous drywall beams were removed. Older patches to plaster walls were repaired
to match existing finishes. Quarry tile floors previous added were removed. All the
original terrazzo floors were repaired and refinished. Textured ceilings were removed to
the original plaster finish. Exterior wood siding was repaired as needed. A new interior
and exterior paint scheme was introduced. Waterproofing, replacing outdated electrical
systems, replacing failed sanitary sewers and providing efficient light fixtures were
included in the scope.

The addition from the 1970’s had stucco applied over its original vertical siding. The
stucco installation was failing, and it was then discovered that the vertical siding
underneath it was damaged because of water intrusion and termites. The stucco was
removed. The structure and siding were repaired as needed, windows replaced, and
new interior finishes specified. Cork flooring, new tile and refinishing of interior
casework completed the work in this part of the house.

The exterior of this house was repaired as needed. Columns were replaced where
previously removed, sliding glass doors, wood louvers and jalousie windows were
repaired and made operational. Overgrown and neglected landscaping was removed
and replaced. Landscape features such as a live oak tree and mature mango trees
were pruned. The concrete driveway was severely damaged by tree roots and was
replaced with a locally obtained crushed shell.

Our design efforts were focused on doing no harm to the existing design; sustainably
enhancing its original concepts and updating it as much as possible for today’s use and
into the future.

Project Total Square Footage: 

3,662 s.f.

(2,944 s.f. conditioned)

Cost per Square Foot: 

$123.00

Construction Cost:

$451,000.00

Date of Substantial Completion:

January 2017

Location of Project:

Sarasota, Florida

Type:

Renovations & Additions
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View of entry courtyard toward 

northeast
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Site / floor plans
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Top photograph

Partial south façade / entry 

courtyard

Bottom photographs

before
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Top photograph

View of entry hall toward east

Bottom photograph

before
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View of hall toward south
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Top photograph

View of kitchen area
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Top photograph

View of dining area toward 

northeast
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View of dining / living area toward 

northeast.
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Top photograph

View of living area

Bottom photograph
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View of indoor & outdoor living 

areas toward southeast
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View of entry hall toward west
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Top photograph

View of guest suite toward 

northwest 

Bottom photograph

before
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View across boat channel toward 

southeast 


